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Introduction: The Hayabusa2 spacecraft is surveying asteroid Ryugu from June 2018. Global observation by thermal infrared imager TIR revealed low thermal inertia around 200-300 J m⁻² K⁻¹ s⁻⁰·⁵ [1]. The expected grain size from this thermal inertia was several centimeters [2]. However, the surface of Ryugu is globally filled with larger boulders [3]. These observational results indicate highly porous nature of the surface boulders with low thermal inertia, unexpectedly different from the carbonaceous meteorites we have. Local observations by MARA radiometer onboard MASCOT lander supported it [4, 5].

In addition to the global observation, close-up imaging by TIR during descending operations, including MINERVA and MASCOT releases, touch-down operations and their rehearsals, were conducted. The high resolution TIR images revealed local temperature anomaly related to the boulders [6] and craters, which showed local variation in thermophysical properties.

In this study, we show survey of thermally-unusual craters on Ryugu using these close-up images. The unique feature were found as hot spot around the center of some small craters.

Observation: We checked all TIR images acquired below 250 m altitude during the descending operations. TIR took the images every 256 seconds during the descending sequence. The spatial resolution of TIR is 0.051°/pix, so that it is about 8.9 cm/pix at 100 m altitude, for example [7]. The surface area of this survey is only 5% of the total area of Ryugu, due to spacecraft trajectory of the descending sequence.

Hot spot in craters: We have found three craters with anomalously higher temperature region near the center. Figure 1A and B shows TIR and ONC images for the most remarkable one, observed during MINERVA rover release operation at 21st Sep. 2018. The diameter of this crater is about 14 m, and the size of the hot spot region is about 5 m. For comparison, Figure 1C and D shows the images of a crater without hot spot.

To understand the nature of this hot spot, we carried out thermal calculation using a global shape model at the observation epoch, with various thermal inertia. Comparison with the simulated data and observed data revealed that the temperature of the hot spot is consistent with the calculation with thermal inertia of 50 J m⁻² K⁻¹ s⁻⁰·⁵, while the other region including the inner wall of the crater and the outside seems to have thermal inertia from 200 to 400 J m⁻² K⁻¹ s⁻⁰·⁵.

Although the detailed nature of the hot spot region cannot resolved from ONC-T image in Fig. 1B, but it seems smooth, and the low thermal inertia implies presence of fine-grained deposit, like lunar regolith. The thermal inertia of 50 J m⁻² K⁻¹ s⁻⁰·⁵ corresponds to grain size of several hundred micrometers or smaller [2]. The other hypothesis of the material of the hot spot is super-porous rock with low thermal conductivity. According to a model of thermal conductivity of rock [4, 8], the porosity of the rock is estimated to be around 58%.
The other two craters are smaller than this crater. Size of the hot spot does not relate to the diameter of the parent crater.

**Discussions:** If formation of the hot spot, or fine-grained deposit, is a universal process in the crater formation, the fact that only small craters have the hot spots would indicate that these craters are flesher than the other similar-sized craters. At the same time, the erasure process of the fine-grained deposit from the bottom of crater would be required. A probable way is collapse of pebbles from inner wall of the crater into the center, and/or lift-up of the large pebbles from the underground activated by seismic shaking, which masks the fine-grained layer. The required size of the pebbles is larger than the diurnal thermal skin depth (several centimeters). The resurfacing timescale of top 1 meter layer on Ryugu is less than 1 Myr [3]. The timescale of the hot spot erasure process should be much shorter than this, because change of the surface temperature is sensitive to the top several centimeters layer.
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